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About This Content

Burning Bridges is the fourth episode of The Council’s 5-episode season. The Complete Season of The Council grants access to
all 5 episodes.

Louis de Richet enters the depths of Lord Mortimer’s island hunting truths about his mother and the other guests. The
mausoleum he finds there contains more secrets than he could possibly have predicted.

The fourth episode sees allegiances explained, rivalries come to a head, and the ghosts of the past begin to catch up to the
inhabitants of the island. Your decisions will haunt you as you decide the fate of Louis, Mortimer, and the world itself.

Continue your adventure in The Council Episode 4: Burning Bridges as new powers rise and your freedom to choose will
determine everything.
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Title: The Council - Episode 4: Burning Bridges
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Big Bad Wolf
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2125 (3.3 GHz)/AMD FX-4100 (3.6 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB, GeForce GTX 750/Radeon R7 360

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR GAME ACTIVATION AND ONLINE GAME

English,French,German,Russian,Italian
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So much fun. Gladiator version of Gang Beast. A few tweaks here\/there and they could have a must play. Being Early Access
and just the first few days release I have no complaints at all. Now lets see if the devs continue to work on this and turn it into
all it can be.. For $1.69 this was pretty cool. Someone who likes history and knows of the terra cotta warriors would enjoy this
short little experience. The two different light sources to choose from was nice and made for a kinda creepy environment,
although im always scared\/jumpy in the dark in VR. Only down side is NO subtitles or translations and it's rather short. The
menu was trial and error but I got through it simple enough and the main action that plays out has no subs. So you just watch and
try and guess whats going on from observation. Overall I played for about 20 mins and I would love to go back in if they add
some subtitles.. gentle, smooth, jazzy, sexy and very relaxing at times and booming thoses are the perfect words to describe this
games track in a nutshell. just listening to the main theme gives me Chills down my spine. much like the masterpiece game
surrounding it. the music is just so full of life and is fun to listen too when you are working or just doing nothing. It sets the tone
nicely and feels ripe thanks to Peter Mcconnal's rich and energetic musical style this soundtrack is not only important to the
films story narrative but also gives off a great sense of wonderous atmosphere in a sutle manner that no other game like this has
ever done before. you the player are automaticly sucked in by the game's awesome music right from the intro and things get
better a hell of alot better once the story moves forward this awesome track is worth buying trust me you won't be disapointed.
Technological catastrophe.

I don't remember buying this. It must have involved a coupon.. Not recommended for achievement hunters due to tedious and
unfun last achievement.

From it's store page, this game looks really charming and appealing. It has very positive reviews and an adorable trailer. I bought
it for the fun of the puzzles and because I liked the art style. However, by the end of it, I found it to be tedious and unlikable. As
someone who strives for 100% on games that I enjoy playing, I open this game now only in pursuit of the last achievement.
Here's what stands out from my experience:

Pros

Cute art style, fairly unique

 Customizable avatars for each of the puzzle pieces

Interesting and challenging puzzles with many variations

Easy to use menus and settings

Skippable cutscenes
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Cons

P.I.T.A. to get the last achievement (50/50 Infinite Nerd Drop - even the developer has acknowledged this one was bad
taste on their part)

Not enough gameplay to warrant the $6.99 base price

Lacks replayability - no settings or difficulty modifiers

If I were writing this review earlier in the game, I might have recommended it. There were a lot of good parts to it, but it was
not satisfying overall from a completionist perspective. Girls Like Robots has left a bad taste in my mouth that I could not, in
good conscience, wish unto others. Looking at the global achievement stats and seeing that only 17% of players have even
finished the first act, I think that others have also had a negative experience. If you like to buy games and then not play them
through, feel free to add this one to your collection.. Stunning presentation, amazing visuals and a joyful soundtrack. The
dialogue/text was a treat.. This is such a fun game! The puzzles can be a bit hard, but otherwise I loved it. I was so excited to
meet Sonny Joon!!! It was sorta dissapointing but he had those adorable weeb moments. >w< I would definitely play it again, it
was worth the money..!. Absolutely loved this game as a kid! Played it through like 5 times. A few years ago I saw it on steam
and decided to give it a go again. It wasn't as brilliant as I remembered it, but I still liked it.. I don't think I got far enough to give
a proper review, but first impressions... incredibly boring and thoughtless.
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Nothing like the classic, but just as fun.. Game has a very fun concept but it almost plays itself, instead of having a guiding
influence or even leading the village, you seem to play as just another random villager with no more impact that the AI. The
villagers spread out and don't work together, and sometimes the best interaction with them is building some sort of structure
frame and having them finish it. Game is really fun but you feel more like an observer to some town building screensaver than
an actual player.. A good way to pass time if you do not know what else you want to play right now. Yet the only real thing you
have to do is to hold the left mouse button pressed and move the mouse a little and sometimes your eyes will start to hurt if you
play too long, but there is some funny and weird stuff in the game, that will keep you entertained for a period of time. If you
dont want to play it just run the game at a party, because some tracks are really good :D

So if you can spare 99 cents or even have a voucher for this game has then I recommend to buy it.. This game not giving you
feel of control. Adventure options kinda weird, selections are very limited and impossible to lead as desired. combat is another
annoying part of game. Very bad camera control, lack of movements. Nothing is right. another game which wasted nice
potential with bad design team. Stay away i say. Simple, snappy gameplay! While easy-to-learn but hard-to-master this game
certainly brings that rewarding experience and that "Ah-ha!" moment when you finally solve the next puzzle! Wonderful game,
and can't wait to see more!
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